Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
March 1-2, 2011
Crowne Plaza Downtown – Dallas, Texas
• Summary of Action Items •
1. Approved the previous meeting minutes.
2. Approved the meeting agenda.
3. Approved changing the May meeting location to Tulsa, Oklahoma.
4. Approved SPP Criteria 4.4.2.1 revisions.
5. Tabled the 30 minute emergency rating discussion.
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP MEETING
March 1-2, 2011
Crowne Plaza Downtown – Dallas, Texas
•

M INUT E S

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
TWG Chair Noman Williams called the meeting to order at 8:03 a.m. The following members were in
attendance: (Attachment 1 – Attendance)
Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric
Mo Awad, Westar Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield (phone)
Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative (phone)
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service Co.
Joe Fultz, Grand River Dam Authority
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric (phone)
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District (phone)
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority
Sam McGarrah, Empire District Electric
Matt McGee, American Electric Power
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Shook, GDS Associates representing ETEC
Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light (phone)
Rachel Hulett, SPP staff, went through the standards of conduct.
Alan Myers, seconded by Jim McAvoy, motioned to approve the previous meeting minutes.
The motion was approved unanimously. (Attachment 2 – Feb 2, 2011 Minutes).
Noman noted that the agenda was revised to include the joint ESWG/TWG meeting.
Jason Fortik motioned to approve the meeting agenda, and Jason Shook seconded. The
motion passed unopposed. (Attachment 3 – Meeting Agenda)
Sam McGarrah motioned to move the TWG May 2011 meeting location to Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Joe Fultz seconded the motion, which passed unopposed.

Agenda Item 2 – Current Action Items
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff, went through statuses of TWG’s current action items (Attachment 4 – Action
Items). Noman asked for an update on the Don Taylor’s previous IEEE item (#4) and the LOLE item (#9).
Mo Awad, Westar Energy, volunteered to get an update on item 4. In response to 9, staff recently
considered ESWG as the group to house this study. Staff will ask ESWG to contemplate this.
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Agenda Item 3 – TWG Reports
2010 TWG Org Group Survey
Rachel Hulett informed the TWG of the 2010 Org Group survey results and went through the items that
received the lowest marks, including the lowest ranked—timely meeting materials. She solicited the
group for suggestions on improving this meeting material score. Rachel suggested setting up a new rule
for the group: require action item material to be posted a week in advance of the meeting if action is to be
expected at the meeting but allow TWG to suspend this rule by a vote; require other informational
material must be posted three days in advance of the meeting. Several ideas were voiced.
After receiving a range of suggestions, Noman made this proposal: 1) voting item material should be
posted 7 business days in advance of the meeting for action to occur, but TWG can suspend this rule by
a vote; 2) all remaining material should be posted 5 business days in advance of the meeting; 3) grade
the meeting material for each meeting and include the grade in the minutes. Noman will work on further
defining the proposal.
Noman and Rachel will further define the meeting material proposal.
TWG Work Schedule
Rachel Hulett went through the 2011 TWG work schedule, pointing out activities that would occur prior to
the May TWG meeting. There were no questions about the schedule.
Criteria 3.3.3 benchmarking – summer 2010
Jason Speer, SPP Staff, shared Criteria 3.3.3 benchmarking for the summer 2010 (Attachment 5 – 3.3.3
presentation). This benchmarking compares the actual operations data to the forecasted planning model.
Staff is working on action item 14 to determine if they can benchmark voltages for summer 2010. This
should be brought up at the May meeting.
Project Tracking - Cost comparison
Rachel Hulett presented a cost analysis that compared completed projects’ cost estimates and final costs
(Attachment 6 – Cost comparison presentation). There was a need pointed out for comparing costs on
apples-to-apples basis, and the Project Cost Task Force is handling this issue. Staff reiterated that final
costs will need to be given to staff through Project Tracking by the project owners after completion of their
projects.

Agenda Item 4 – 2011 Reactive Planning
Doug Bowman, SPP Staff, introduced reactive planning studies proposed for 2011 (Attachment 7 –
Reactive Planning Scope). Staff proposes to run P-V, Q-V, and other reactive studies to determine
reactive power requirements for existing and future systems. The group discussed the study details.
Members were asked to provide Doug feedback by March 18. A conference call may follow in mid-March
to discuss concerns.

Agenda Item 5 – SPP Criteria
MDWG, Summer Shoulder Definition
Scott Rainbolt, MDWG Chair, explained that MDWG approved changing the definition of the summer
shoulder model from a specific 85% load level to a range between 70-85% load level. This was changed
because the northern entities’ average summer load does not reach 85%. The new definition falls more
in line with the MMWG definition of 70-80%. Since SPP Criteria currently defines the summer shoulder,
MDWG suggested revising the Criteria. The group reviewed and amended the proposed revisions
(Attachment 8 – Criteria 4.4.2.1).
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Scott Rainbolt motioned and Nathan McNeil seconded the motion to approve the amended
Criteria 4.4.2.1 language. The motion passed with AECC opposing. AECC opposed the
motion because the new definition introduces ambiguity into the modeling process.
The revision will take effect on the 2012 model series.
Criteria 3.5 Review
Keith Tynes, SPP Staff, shared an update on action item 12 for staff to examine Criteria 3.5 requirements
for staff. In summary, staff’s new processes—reactive planning and stability— as part of Attachment O
requirements help meet the interconnection requirements. Can the ITP10 efforts can be leveraged for the
interconnection review studies? TWG asked staff to follow-up on the action item by determining if staff
has the capability and resources to perform the Appendix 11 studies today; and if not how can SPP staff
get to that point. TWG is concerned the cost estimates approved for NTCs do not take in account factors
that the interconnection studies bring to light.
On-going Criteria 3/4 Requirements
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District, asked the group for the reason(s) why the SPP Criteria
3 requires a 1.05 pu voltage limit. In MAPP, NPPD was required to meet 1.10 pu requirements. The
group discussed the reasons why TWG chose the 1.05 pu limit, which included some companies’ system
elements not able to operate at 1.10 pu. Randy suggested changing the Criteria back to 1.10 pu. Randy
will head a future task force to address, but the group will hold off on creation of task force at the present
and further research why the TWG originally chose the 1.05 pu limit. It was noted that changing the
Criteria may adversely impact some areas.
Then John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service Company, brought the CBM disparity to the table.
Currently the SPP Tariff states SPP does not utilize CBM, but the Criteria 4 states that the value is set to
0 and entities can request CBM during a TWG meeting. This disparity was assigned to TWG, among
others, in the January MOPC meeting. John suggested revising the Criteria to align with SPP Tariff. The
group made proposed revisions to the Criteria (Attachment 9 – CBM Criteria 4.3.5 Revisions). TWG
agreed to vote on this item in a conference call in mid-March, where they would also discuss the ATCID
and the CBM process document as one package.
Criteria 12 Revisions, Rate C
Rachel Hulett stated SPP operations suggests having a 30 minute emergency rating (Rate C) to provide
consistent emergency ratings for operational purposes when the system is stressed. Currently the
emergency rating (Rate B) is not a specific timed rating, and operations staff has had discrepancies with
the Rate B ratings. Staff proposed Criteria 12.2 revisions, and the ORWG approved recently these
revisions (Attachment 10 – Criteria 12 – 30 min rate). TWG discussed the need for 30 minutes ratings
and agreed that determining 30 minute ratings should be done on a limited case by case basis. They
were also concerned what the new rate would be used for in selling service or planning the system.
Below are other voiced concerns.







Possible planning and operations disconnect on what Rate Bs are
Recent NERC alert to field test ratings is magnified with this revision
More facility ratings for NERC standard PRC-023 increases members’ workload
NE entities already have Rate C in the model at conductor rating, which is based on
MRO process
No guidelines to determine 30 minute ratings
Weather conditions dramatically affect 30 minute ratings

John Fulton motioned to table the discussion on Rate C. The group approved the motion
unanimously, which Mo Awad seconded.
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Agenda Items 6-9
These items are covered in the Joint ESWG/TWG March 1 meeting minutes.

Agenda Item 10 – Area Generation Connection Task Force Report
Charles Hendrix, SPP Staff, reported on the Area Generation Connection Task Force’s (AGCTF) activities
(Attachment 11 – AGCTF presentation). The AGCTF proposes to create hubs for 345 kV and above
generation interconnections, limiting the number of times a EHV line is tapped with generators. The
group discussed AGCTF’s current work, and below are some of the groups concerns.






How will the MWs be limited at a single hub?
Is the distance between hubs dictated by economics alone?
Suggestion for required breaker and a half scheme at hubs to reduce negative reliability
impacts
Need Tariff language for how to convert radial lines to network lines when hubs are
connected
Landowner rights for the hubs may be an issue to manage discrimination and limitation of
connections

Agenda Item 11 – Special Protection Scheme Policy
Charles Hendrix updated the group on the latest SPS policy that included RTWG’s review. The TWG
discussed the policy and made revisions (Attachment 12 – SPS policy). One note was made to look
further into the 0.25 mi distance requirement under item 3.1 and determine if this should be a combination
of distance and electrically one bus away. The group agreed this revised policy should go back to
SPCWG for review.

Agenda Item 12 – Business Practice Reviews
BPR-019
Grant Wilkerson, BPWG Chair, informed the TWG of the Designated Transmission Owner (DTO)
Qualification Process (Attachment 13 – BPR-019 DTO Process). TWG is required to review the
qualification of a DTO. This process was implemented recently for the Prairie Wind designation. The
TWG had no comments on this business practice.
BPR-018
Grant Wilkerson shared the Guidelines for Generator Interconnection Procedures on Non-Tariff Facilities.
TWG discussed the practice and suggested changes (Attachment 14 – BPR-018 GI Procedures)
BPR-020
Grant Wilkerson shared the Network Resource Interconnection Service Business Practice. TWG
discussed the practice and suggested changes (Attachment 15 – BPR-020 NRIS).
Any additional comments on any of the business practices should be sent to Jimmy Womack, Secretary
of BPWG.

Agenda Item 13 – Attachment AQ educational session
Rachel Hulett educated the group on SPP Tariff Attachment AQ processes (Attachment 16 – AQ
presentation). This Tariff attachment requires all future delivery point additions/modifications to go
through this process. Contact AQ-Deliverypoints@spp.org if you have any questions about the AQ
process.
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Agenda Item 14 – UFLS Update
SPCWG Chair Heidt Melson shared the progress of the UFLS regional standard with the TWG. Heidt then
stated that the SPCWG kicked of the Under Voltage Load Shed (UVLS) study last month. They will look
for TWG input into the study. SPCWG also asked if TWG should conduct this study. TWG agreed to
provide inputs into the study.
Staff will send out a request in the coming week for the contingencies and input in the
2011 UVLS study.

Agenda Item 15 – Interconnection Updates
AECI, MKEC, and Tres Amigas gave updates on their interconnections. AECI’s and MKEC’s
interconnections should come before the group prior to the May meeting.

Agenda Item 16 – Others
No other items were requested in the meeting.

Agenda Item 17 – Closing Administrative Activities
Rachel Hulett summarized the meeting action items:
•
•

Noman and Rachel to further define meeting material proposal
Staff will send out a request in the coming week for the contingencies and input in the
2011 UVLS study

The meeting was adjourned Wednesday at 12:12 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
Secretary

Supplemental Activity
On March 31, 2011, TWG held a vote on AECI’s Cedar Crest Interconnection to approve that sufficient
review had occurred on this interconnection and there were no outstanding issues. A quorum was
reached with all nineteen members voting. The TWG approved the interconnection review unanimously.
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP
February 2, 2011
Web Conference
•

MIN UTES

•

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items
The meeting was called to order at 10:01 a.m. The following members were in attendance or represented
by proxy: (Attachment 1 – Proxies)
TWG Members
Al Tamimi for Noman Williams, Sunflower Electric Power Corp
Travis Hyde, Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Jason Shook, GDS Associates for ETEC
Harold Wyble, Kansas City Power & Light
Randy Lindstrom, Nebraska Public Power District
Dan Lenihan, Omaha Public Power District
John Payne, Kansas Electric Power Cooperative
Jason Fortik, Lincoln Electric System
Matt McGee, American Electric Power
Nathan McNeil, Midwest Energy
John Chamberlin, City Utilities of Springfield
Ronnie Frizzell, Arkansas Electric Cooperative
John Fulton, Southwestern Public Service Company
Mitch Williams, Western Farmers Electric Cooperative
Jim McAvoy, Oklahoma Municipal Public Authority
Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains
Other Stakeholders and Staff
Syed Ahmad, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Mo Awad, Westar Energy
Terri Gallup, American Electric Power
Tony Gott, Associated Electric Cooperative
Rachel Hulett, SPP Staff
David Kelley, SPP Staff
Jason Speer, SPP Staff
Tim Miller, SPP Staff
Adam Mummert, Burns & McDonnell
Alex Weigel, Burns & McDonnell
Chris Jones, Duke Energy
David Stidham, Tres Amigas
Jason Atwood, Ventyx
Keith Tynes, SPP Staff
Kristen Rodriguez, Electric Power Engineers
Lloyd Kolb, Golden Spread Electric Cooperative
Michelle Corley, Cleco
Nate Morris, Empire District Electric
Paul Hassink, American Electric Power
Paul Simoneaux, Entergy

Deleted: Matt McGee, American Electric
Power¶
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Roy Boyer, Xcel Energy
Scott Feuerborn, Burns & McDonnell
Steve Purdy, SPP Staff
Thomas Teafatiller, SPP RE
Don Taylor, Westar Energy
Deral Danis, Clean Line Energy
Hassan Shah, SPP Staff
William Mauldin, SPP Staff
Corrections were made to the previous meeting minutes and the group reviewed the agenda (Attachment
2a – Agenda).
Jason Fortik made a motion to approve the previous meeting minutes as amended. The
motion was seconded by John Fulton and passed unopposed. (Attachment 2b – TWG
minutes_November 2010) (Attachment 2c – TWG minutes_November 30, 2010) (Attachment 2d
– TWG minutes_December 14, 2010) (Attachment 2e – TWG minutes_January 19, 2011)

Agenda Item 2 – MOPC and SPP Board Updates
Rachel Hulett gave an update of the January MOPC, Board, and RSC meetings (see the respective
minutes for more information). The Board created the Event Analysis Working Group which will be made
up of Chairs or their appointed representatives from TWG, ORWG, GWG, SPCWG, and CIPWG. Please
let Noman know of interest to participate in this group. MOPC also developed two action items for TWG,
which will be addressed on future meetings.

Agenda Item 3 – RE, Compliance
David Kelley, SPP, gave a presentation over proposed modifications to the SPP TPL compliance study
process (Attachment 3 – 2011 TPL Integration). He proposed two changes: using one common set of
models for analyses of the ITPNT and TPL compliance studies; and combining the analyses of the ITPNT
and TPL studies. There were several concerns raised by the group, primarily pertaining to differences
between the generation in the ITPNT models and the MDWG models currently used for the TPL
compliance studies. David will continue developing the plan for proposed process changes, taking into
account these comments, and present to the TWG again at a later date.

Agenda Item 4 – ITP
Rachel Hulett provided an update on the 2011 ITP10 (Attachment 4 – ITP10 Update). There was
discussion on staff’s proposal to use a year 5 and year 15 to help stage the 2011 ITP10 projects. Several
members stated that the ITP Near-Term (ITPNT) would be the proper ITP phase to stage the
transmission for the ITP10. Staff did point out that the 2011 ITPNT scope does not account for the
economic analyses being done as part of the 2011 ITP10, so the ITPNT scope would need to change if
the staging of transmission occurs in this phase of ITP. Staff will review this idea and report back to TWG.
There was also some discussion about the use of DSA tools for stability analysis. Since this is a tool that
SPP has not used much in the past, it was requested that some benchmarking tests be developed and
performed to verify the validity of the tool’s results.
Doug Bowman will contact Randy Lindstrom and John Fulton to discuss DSA tools and
benchmarking tests.

Deleted: set

Alan Myers, ESWG Chair, discussed coordination between the ESWG and TWG.
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Alan Myers, ITC Great Plains, will follow up with Noman and Rachel to schedule a joint
ESGW/TWG meeting.

Agenda Item 5 – Local Area Meetings Update
Rachel Hulett gave an update on how local area meetings will be conducted this year (Attachment 5 –
Local Area Planning). Local area meetings will no longer be held in conjunction with the TWG meetings,
but will instead be held at the planning summits. Member companies are encouraged to invite SPP
representatives to any local area planning meetings that are held in their areas.

Agenda Item 6 – Interconnection Updates
Scott Feuerborn, Burns and McDonnell on behalf of Tres Amigas LLC, gave a presentation updating the
group on the development of the Tres Amigas superstation (Attachment 6 – Tres Amigas).

Agenda Item 7 – Written Updates
Written updates provided in the meeting materials are attached to these minutes. There were no
questions on these reports. (Attachment 7a – MDWG report to TWG) (Attachment 7b – Seams Report)
(Attachment 7c – NERC Planning Committee)

Agenda Item 8 – Closing Administrative Duties
The possible meeting dates for the next meeting were discussed. It was decided that it would be
acceptable to hold the meeting the first week in March. The meeting was adjourned at 3:25 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
Rachel Hulett
Secretary
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Southwest Power Pool
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP
March 1-2, 2011
Downtown Crowne Plaza
Dallas, Texas
• AGENDA •
Tuesday 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
1. Administrative ..................................................................................................... Noman Williams (5 min)
a. Call to order
b. Proxies
c. Standards of conduct
d. Approve minutes of previous meetings (Action Item)
i. February 2, 2011
e. Approve agenda (Action Item)
f. Next Meeting – Proposed location change to Tulsa, OK (Action Item)
2. Review of Past Action Items ................................................................................... Rachel Hulett (5 min)
3. TWG Reports ........................................................................................................ Rachel Hulett (45 min)
a. 2010 TWG Organizational group survey
b. TWG 2011 work schedule
c. Criteria 3.3.3 benchmarking (Jason Speer)
d. Project Tracking – Cost comparison (final vs. initial)
4. 2011 Reactive Planning...................................................................................... Doug Bowman (45 min)
a. 2011 Study (Action Item)
b. Ops reactive issues
5. SPP Criteria ........................................................................................................................ Staff (90 min)
a. MDWG, Summer shoulder definition (Action Item)
b. Criteria 3.5 review (Keith Tynes)
c. Criteria 3/4, Voltage requirements (Randy Lindstrom)
i. Criteria 5.2.4.1d
ii. Discuss need for CBM
d. Criteria 12 Revision, Rate C (Action Item)

TWG/ESWG Meeting
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm

6. 2011 ITP10 Coordination & Process .......................................................................... SPP Staff / ESWG
a. ITP10 Futures
b. ITP10 Resource Plan & Siting Process

1
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c.

ITP10 Sensitivities

d. ITP10 Quality Control Process
7. 2011 ITP10 Preliminary – Draft Resource Plan & Siting .......................................................... SPP Staff
e. Conventional generation in both futures
f.

Wind generation in both futures

8. 2011 ITP10 Model Review Kickoff............................................................................................ SPP Staff
g. Demand levels, System Topology
h. Generic generator modeling data package
9. Next Steps ................................................................................................................................ SPP Staff

TWG Meeting
Wednesday 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
10. Area Generation Connection Task Force Report ............................................. Charles Hendrix (30 min)
11. Special Protection Scheme policy (Action Item) .............................................. Charles Hendrix (30 min)
12. Business Practice Reviews .............................................................................. Grant Wilkerson (60 min)
a. BPR019
b. BPR018
c. BPR020
13. Attachment AQ educational session..................................................................... Rachel Hulett (45 min)
14. UVLS Update ......................................................................................................... Heidt Melson (20 min)
15. Interconnection Updates ........................................................................................................... All (5 min)
16. Others ........................................................................................................................................ Everyone
17. Closing Administrative Duties ......................................................................................... Noman Williams
a. Summarize Action Items
b. Discuss upcoming meeting topics
i. Next Meeting: May 11-12 (possible two-day meeting)
c. Adjourn meeting
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
TRANSMISSION WORKING GROUP
Pending Action Items Status Report
February 2-3, 2011 – 8:00 a.m.

Action Item

Date
Originated

Status

1.

2. SPP staff to work with
OMPA on ATC process issue

May 14-15,
2008

Complete

2.

In conjunction with the Priority
Projects reliability analysis,
Staff will provide to TWG a
strawman for EHV
construction planning
standards which can be
utilized for the Priority
Projects and ITP process.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Staff to perform additional
work on Criteria 4, reviewing
the Tariff and other ATC /AFC
calculation related documents
and coordinating with other
working groups, including but
not limited to RTWG, ORWG,
and BPWG.
Don Taylor to document all
IEEE standards listed in
Criteria 12.2 that have been
revised.
Staff to create a work plan for
the new TPL-001-1 Standard
implementation.
TWG to ask the Seams
Steering Committee and
MITF to address the issue of
modeling outside transactions
in the SPP planning models.
TWG to ask RTWG to revise
SPP Tariff Attachment O
section VII.4b to state that
project tracking should occur
semi-annually, instead of
quarterly.
Staff to write up a request for
rating information/proposal to
be reviewed and updated by
TWG.

August 5-6,
2009

Complete

November 45, 2009

Complete

February 3-4,
2010

In Progress

February 3-4,
2010

In Progress

Comments
Deleted: In Progress

Action Item has been
replaced with Oct 2010
RSC motions. Staff is
currently working on this
white paper and will
develop further with
Project Cost Task Force
(PCTF).

Deleted: The planning design standards are
being created for implementation in the ITP.

Action Item is succeeded
by item 25 below.

Deleted: Agenda Item 7

Deleted: In Progress
Deleted: Staff

Deleted: In Meeting¶
Kevin Bates

See update on agenda
item 13b
Deleted: <#>¶
TWG to work on WITF Action Items.

May 12, 2010

May 12, 2010

May 13, 2010

... [1]

In Progress

Complete

In Meeting

Oct 2010 RSC motions
and work associated with
them overwrite this action
item

Deleted: <#>¶
Staff to provide the ITP20 resource plans to
TWG.
... [2]

Agenda Item 6c

Deleted: <#>¶
Staff will work to draft language for proposal of
inclusion of PRC-023 in the Criteria.
... [3]

Deleted: In Progress

Deleted: Progress
Deleted: Jason Smith
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9.

Noman to take the LOLE
concern to MOPC.

10. Rachel to add Reactive
Planning to the agenda for
additional studies and
expected outcome,
11. Staff to complete draft of
ATCID and CBMID by August
27.

12. Staff to examine Criteria
section 3.5 and determine
what resources would be
required to perform the
reviews before NTCs are
issued.
13. Ask operations if they have
any data on reactive issues or
areas with voltage problems
that they can share with
TWG.
14. Staff to determine if they can
benchmark voltages as part
of the Criteria 3.3.3 efforts.
Staff will focus on EHV
voltages initially.
15. MDWG to address modeling
issues associated with
generation reserves:

May 13, 2010

May 13, 2010

August 3-4,
2010

In Progress

Complete

Complete

Deleted: 11

TWG reviewed the draft
ATCID and CBM process
document. Action Item
25 below replaces this
item.

Deleted: Agenda Item 7

Deleted: In Meeting

Deleted: In Meeting

Agenda Item 6a
August 3-4,
2010

Deleted: Progress

In Meeting

Deleted: Keith Tynes

Agenda Item 7b
August 3-4,
2010

In Meeting

Deleted: <#>¶
TWG will review the MITF White Paper and
provide comments by mid September.
... [4]
Deleted: Progress

For May meeting
August 3-4,
2010

In Progress

MDWG remands issue
back to TWG.
MDWG can account for
operating reserves in the
dispatch; problem of
generation deficiencies

•

Need clarity of Pmax
definition in the
MDWG manual (In
the definition, should
we allow units to be
set to Pmax?)
• How do we handle
operating reserves in
the planning models
so either generation
outlet issues or
import issues are not
masked?
16. Staff to develop proposal for
additional stability analysis
which will include
comprehensive stability for
anticipated EHV facilities.

Agenda Item 7. This item
will be on future agendas.

September 1,
2010

September 1,
2010

In Progress
Update: See MDWG item
5 material

Agenda Item 8a (as part
of ITP10)
In Progress

Deleted: b
Deleted: Meeting
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17. Staff to prepare a cost
estimate vs. final cost
comparison for completed
projects.
18. Staff to review Tariff language
with Dennis Reed and Pat
Bourne to ensure compliance
with the Tariff in regards to
local planning meetings being
held at summits.
19. Staff to provide impedance,
mileage data, and cost
assumptions used for the
ITP20.
20. Staff to review the ITP10
scope and determine if more
detail in the scope is
warranted.
21. Staff to address modeling
market dispatch in the 2012
Near-Term Assessment.
22. Staff to develop a proposal
and scope for a baseline
reactive study and bring back
to TWG by February.
23. Staff to re-run Long-Term
TPL study using voltage
criteria of 1.05 pu for high
voltage.
24. Staff to bring educational
presentation of Attachment
AQ to TWG in February.
25. Staff to work with SPP
Compliance to determine if a
CBM Implementation
Document needs to be
created based on existing
Criteria and Tariff language
per MOD Standard 004.

26. SPP Staff, ORWG, TWG,
and SPCWG to work on
Special Protection Schemes
policy implemented within
criteria to assess and insure
the operational and policy
perspective. The staff will
report back to MOPC in
April or July 2011 meeting.
27. ORWG, RTWG, & TWG to

November 34, 2010

Agenda Item 4c
In Meeting
Agenda Item 11

November 34, 2010

In Meeting

November 34, 2010

Complete

November 34, 2010

Complete

November 34, 2010

In Progress

November 34, 2010

In Meeting

November 34, 2010

Complete

November 34, 2010

In Meeting

November
30, 2010

2010 ITP20 is completed.

Staff updated the ITP10
scope and TWG
approved Dec 13

Agenda Item 7

In Progress

Completed in December.
TWG endorsed the
reports Dec 17.
Agenda Item 15

MOPC Update: This topic
arose at the January
2011 MOPC meeting;
they created an action
item to be handled by the
working groups (see item
27 below).

Agenda Item 10
December
17, 2010
MOPC

In Meeting

January 12,

In Meeting

Agenda Item 6d
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resolve the conflict between
the Tariff and Criteria about
CBM.

2011
MOPC
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Page 1: [1] Deleted

TWG to work on WITF Action
Items.
Page 1: [2] Deleted

Staff to provide the ITP20
resource plans to TWG.
MITF to address the OMPA
issue of modeling small
distributed generation for
selling Transmission Service.
Page 1: [3] Deleted

Staff will work to draft
language for proposal of
inclusion of PRC-023 in the
Criteria.
Page 2: [4] Deleted

TWG will review the MITF
White Paper and provide
comments by mid September.

Rachel Hulett

February 3-4,
2010

12/22/2010 9:26:00 AM

Complete

Rachel Hulett

12/22/2010 9:26:00 AM

May 12, 2010

Complete

May 12, 2010

Complete

Rachel Hulett

May 13, 2010

12/22/2010 9:26:00 AM

Complete

Rachel Hulett

August 3-4,
2010

12/22/2010 9:25:00 AM

Complete

TWG endorsed the MITF
WP Oct 4.
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SPP Criteria 3.3.3
2010 Summer Peak
March 1‐2, 2011
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SPP Criteria
3.3.3 Benchmark SPP Models
SPP staff shall benchmark model data against actual SPP system conditions
(e.g., generation dispatch, load, and load power factor) which correspond
to the time frames for which the models are created. As a minimum the
results shall be reported semiannually.
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Southwest Power Pool
Criteria 3.3.3 - 2010 Summer Peak
Area Actual Peak & Planning Peak Load Comparison
Area Area
Num Name
502 CELE

08/2/2010 16:25:00

2472

2380

-93

-3.9%

eDNA Data Point
SPP.EMS.00006598

503

LAFA

08/2/2010 15:35:00

470

487

17

3.6%

SPP.EMS.00036694

504

LEPA

08/2/2010 15:00:00

233

225

-8

-3.4%

SPP.EMS.00008044

515

SWPA 08/11/2010 16:20:00
AEPW 08/11/2010 15:30:00

1634

1680

46

2.7%

SPP.EMS.00008939

Includes SPRM, AECC (10%)

10247

10408

161

1.6%

SPP.EMS.00006775

Includes OMPA (25%), AECC (90%)

922

906

-17

-1.8%

SPP.EMS.00007327

-3.0%

SPP.EMS.00008570

Includes OMPA (70%)

0.3%

SPP.EMS.00009409

Includes OMPA (5%)

520
523
524
525

Actual Peak Load
Date/Hour

GRDA 08/13/2010 15:50:00
OKGE 08/13/2010 15:55:00

Actual RealPlanning
MW
%
Time Load Peak Load* Difference Difference

6648

6456

-192

Notes

1477

526

WFEC 08/11/2010 17:30:00
SPS 08/11/2010 16:45:00

5568

5665

97

1.7%

SPP.EMS.00008973

534

SUNC

08/2/2010 14:45:00

1088

1136

48

4.2%

SPP.EMS.00008879

Includes MKEC

536

WERE 08/12/2010 15:55:00
MIPU 08/11/2010 16:55:00

6619

6308

-311

-4.9%

SPP.EMS.00009470

Includes MIDW

1964

1973

9

0.5%

SPP.EMS.00008345

KACP 08/13/2010 15:10:00
KACY 08/13/2010 14:30:00

3728

3553

-176

-4.9%

SPP.EMS.00009828

505

547

42

7.6%

SPP.EMS.00007704

1158

1190

31

2.6%

SPP.EMS.00006934

545

EMDE 08/12/2010 15:50:00
INDN 08/13/2010 16:30:00

305

320

16

4.9%

SPP.EMS.00006668

640

NPPD

08/1/2010 18:00:00

3261

3453

192

5.6%

SPP.CALC.NPPDMKTL

645

OPPD 08/12/2010 16:20:00
LES 08/12/2010 16:35:00

2583

2673

90

3.4%

SPP.EMS.00018125

774

783

9

1.2%

SPP.EMS.00018105

540
541
542
544

650

1481

5

*Note: Planning Peak Load is Load + Losses to compare to the Actual Load reported via ICCP in real-time.
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Criteria 3.3.3 - Trends
Area Actual Peak & Planning Peak Load Comparison
Summer
Peak

Summer
Peak

Summer
Peak

Summer
Peak

Winter
Peak

Winter
Peak

Winter
Peak

Winter
Peak

Summer
Peak

Summer
Peak

Winter
Peak

Winter
Peak

2009

2009

2010

2010

2008/09

2008/09

2009/10

2009/10

2009

2010

2008/09

2009/10

Planning
Planning
Planning
Planning
Area Area
Actual
Peak Load
Actual
Peak Load
Actual
Peak Load
Actual
Peak Load
Num Name Load (MW)
(MW)
Load (MW)
(MW)
Load (MW)
(MW)
Load (MW)
(MW)
Difference Difference Difference Difference
502 CELE
2651
2448
2472
2380
1919
2044
2456
2218
-8.3%
-3.9%
6.1%
-10.7%
503 LAFA
475
482
470
487
340
344
408
321
1.4%
3.6%
1.0%
-26.8%
504 LEPA
229
224
233
225
154
150
194
151
-2.2%
-3.4%
-2.5%
-28.7%
515 SWPA
1571
1649
1634
1680
1203
1247
1303
1253
4.7%
2.7%
3.5%
-4.0%
520 AEPW
9728
10169
10247
10408
7395
7974
8424
8064
4.3%
1.6%
7.3%
-4.5%
523 GRDA
862
1018
922
906
720
776
751
783
15.4%
-1.8%
7.2%
4.1%
524 OKGE
-8.5%
6369
6578
6648
6456
4710
4515
4955
4565
3.2%
-3.0%
-4.3%
525 WFEC
1466
1406
1477
1481
1383
1258
1537
1260
-4.3%
0.3%
-9.9%
-22.0%
526 SPS
5473
5710
5568
5665
3914
3508
4018
4076
4.2%
1.7%
-11.6%
1.4%
534

SUNC

986

1068

1088

1136

813

777

723

872

7.7%

4.2%

-4.6%

17.1%

536

WERE

5968

6102

6619

6308

4470

4119

4652

4094

2.2%

-4.9%

-8.5%

-13.6%

540

MIPU

1949

1980

1964

1973

1598

1549

1664

1541

1.6%

0.5%

-3.2%

-8.0%

541

KACP

3578

3607

3728

3553

2763

2534

2888

2645

0.8%

-4.9%

-9.1%

-9.2%

542

KACY

483

547

505

547

394

404

401

404

11.7%

7.6%

2.5%

0.7%

544

EMDE

1087

1185

1158

1190

1106

987

1201

1047

8.3%

2.6%

-12.0%

-14.7%

545

INDN

295

316

305

320

213

176

195

177

6.6%

4.9%

-20.7%

-10.2%

640

NPPD

2854

3560

3261

3453

-

-

2515

2806

19.8%

5.6%

-

10.4%

645

OPPD

2514

2849

2583

2673

-

-

1918

2075

11.8%

3.4%

-

7.5%

650

LES

747

818

774

783

-

-

584

575

8.7%

1.2%

-

-1.6%
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Load Forecast Comparisons
•

2010 Summer vs 2009 Summer
–

15 modeled areas showed a decrease in the percent
difference between the actual and the planning loads.


–

Average difference approximately 5%

4 modeled areas showed an increase in the percent
difference between the actual and the planning loads.


Average difference approximately 2.5%
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Questions?
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Final Cost‐Original Cost
Trend Analysis
January 25, 2011
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Comparison of Original Estimate to Final Cost of
Completed Upgrades
Determine accuracy of Original and Current Cost Estimates

•

–

Predict future cost increases

Portfolio Review Guidelines

•

3

–

Projects reported as Complete from January 2007 through
November 2010

–

Original Cost from issued NTC or 2nd Quarter 2007 Project
Tracking Report

–

Final Costs reported from Transmission Owners

29 of 100

Project Upgrades In Analysis
253 upgrades in Complete Status

•

–

135 upgrades (53%) have Final Cost reported from
Transmission Owner

$1,014,385,150 in Estimated Cost

•

–

$325,747,214 (32%) has Final Cost reported from
Transmission Owner

Lack of reported Final Cost restricts analysis

•

4
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Cost Analysis

5
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Project Cost Task Force (PCTF)
•

MOPC formed PCTF to handle cost estimating concerns

•

PCTF will further develop whitepapers:

•

–

Cost overrun/Under‐run

–

Design and Construction Standards

–

Cost Estimates

Cost estimates and final costs will be important as
these PCTF papers develop
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415 N. McKinley
Little Rock, AR 72205
www.spp.org

SPP Reactive Planning

By:
SPP Engineering

February 2-3, 2011
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1. Introduction
Voltage stability has recently become a topic of greater interest within SPP and its
members and is directly related to the reactive power capabilities of the system. Voltage
instability is characterized by deterioration of voltages in an area of the power system due
to scarce reactive power resources. Since planning any endeavor prerequisite to a
successful outcome, the proper method of mitigating voltage stability issues is to plan the
system with reactive compensation in mind. The goal of reactive power planning is to
determine the minimum investment required to establish proper system voltages during
normal and contingent system operating conditions.
The TWG recently directed SPP to establish a scope for incorporating reactive planning
into its transmission planning process. This scope is intended to provide direction on the
methods, techniques, and desired deliverables of this effort.

2. Objectives
a. Aligning with SPP Criteria
SPP Criteria paragraph 3.3, Coordinated Planning, states that “sufficient reactive capacity
shall be planned within the SPP electric system at appropriate places to maintain
transmission system voltages 69 kV and above within plus or minus 5% of nominal
voltage on all buses under normal conditions and plus 5% or minus 10% of nominal
voltage on load serving buses under single contingency conditions”

b. Aligning with Accepted Reactive Planning Practice
During the network planning stage, reliability criteria must be satisfied for all possible
contingencies of at least N – 1 type. It should be ensured that for each contingency:
• Maximum allowable voltage drops are not exceeded
• Stability margins for real and reactive power are large enough for each
composite load and load area.
Satisfying these criteria can be ensured by an appropriate expansion of the network in
response to the demand growth and by installing appropriate reactive power
compensation and voltage regulation devices in the system 1 .

3. Scope Details
An iterative process should be used in determining the correct amount of reactive power
required to satisfy the needs of the system. This will ensure that both the upper and lower
bounds of system requirements are met and spending for reactive compensation is kept to
a minimum. DSA Tools by Powertech Labs will be the software used for the studies.
The following tasks should be followed for existing systems1 and future systems2.

1

J. Machowski, et.al. Power System Dynamics, Stability and Control, John Wiley and Sons, Ltd., 2008,
2nd ed., pp. 327
February 2-3, 2011

2
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a. SPP staff will confirm reactive power requirements of the existing system
i. Use P‐V analysis to determine transfer limits within acceptable
stability margins while under contingency to determine areas with
critical voltage issues.
ii. Use Q‐V analysis to determine MVAR requirements to hold
voltages at within acceptable margins in critical areas during the
limiting transfer.
iii. Determine loadability limits for lines exceeding 75 miles.
iv. Refine reactive compensation requirements
v. SPP, along with its stakeholders will determine allocation of costs
of reactive compensation due to results of study
b. SPP staff will determine reactive power requirements of approved future
systems
i. Use P‐V analysis to determine transfer limits within acceptable
stability margins while under contingency to determine areas with
critical voltage issues.
ii. Use Q‐V analysis to determine MVAR requirements with
acceptable margins to hold voltages within acceptable levels in
critical areas during the limiting transfer.
iii. Determine loadability limits of lines exceeding 75 miles
iv. Refine reactive compensation requirements
v. SPP, along with its stakeholders will determine allocation of costs
of reactive compensation due to results of study
c. SPP staff will determine load power factors by area to determine
technical and economic benefits by area due to determined reactive
compensation resulting from these studies.
d. Staff will prepare a voltage stability report for all studies. The report will
include all information as outlined in this scope of work along with
analysis of results and recommendations to stakeholders.
e. Staff recommends that transmission owners perform EMTP analysis
subsequent staff’s work to determine any equipment protection
adjustments.

February 2-3, 2011

3
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4. Inputs
Study inputs are shown in table 1.
Case
1) Existing
System
2) MDWG
Build 2
3) ITP Near
Term
4) ITP10
5) ITP20

Model
B2
2011G
B2 2011
Series All
Cases
As
Requ’d
All
futures
All
futures

Contingencies
>100kV

Monitored
Element
>69kV

Transfer

>100kV

>69kV

>100kV

>69kV

>200kV

>69kV

Gen to Gen, SPP to
EI
Gen to Gen/Load EI

>200kV

>69kV

Gen to Gen/Load EI

Gen to Gen, SPP to
EI
Gen to Gen, SPP to
EI

Table 1: Inputs to Voltage Stability Studies
For this specific study, SPP will study the existing system and approved
transmission system (Options 1-3).

5. Schedule
Reactive planning will be incorporated into the model building process as well as the
Integrated Transmission Planning Process; therefore, the 2011 schedules for these
processes will be modified to include the reactive planning process and will include time
for stakeholder feedback. High level dates are as follows and are subject to change:
Case
1) Existing System
2) MDWG Build 2
3) 2011 ITP Near Term
4) 2011 ITP10
5) 2012 ITP20

Start Date
June 2011
June 2011
TBD
May, 2011
2012

End Date
September 2011
November, 2011
December, 2011
December, 2011
2013

Table 2: High Level Study Schedules
1. Existing System is defined as existing in‐service topology and for 2011 is further defined in
Table 1
2. Future Systems includes MDWG planning models with the addition of approved STEP
projects and removal of the MOD type ‐ NERC compliance projects

February 2-3, 2011
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SPP Criteria
4.4.2.1 Power Flow Models (as a part of the annual flowgate review process)
The power flow models to be used in the process will be based on the models developed
annually by the SPP MDWG. Application of the models will use the following season definitions.
The Summer Model will apply to June through September, the Fall Model will apply to October
and November, the Winter Model will apply to December through March and the Spring Model
will apply to April and May. Each of these seasonal models developed will represent peak
models. In addition, for the summer season only, a Summer Shoulder Case representing
a reduced load level, as specified in the MDWG Powerflow Procedure Manual, will be used in
the determination process.

Deleted: approximately an 85%
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4.3.5 Capacity Benefit Margin (CBM)
CBM on a Flowgate basis is the amount of Flowgate capacity reserved by load serving
entities to ensure access to generation from interconnected systems to meet generation
reliability requirements.

SPP will use a probabilistic approach for Regional and sub-regional Generation
Reliability assessments. These assessments will be performed by the SPP on a biennial
basis. Generation Reliability assessments examine the regional ability to maintain a
Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) standard of 1 day in ten years. The SPP capacity
margin Criteria requires each control area to maintain a minimum of 12% capacity
margin for steam-based utilities and 9% for hydro-based utilities. Historical studies
indicate that the LOLE of one day in ten years can be maintained with a 10% - 11%
capacity margin. SPP does not utilize CBM (0 for calculations) for calculations of ATC
for some or all of the following reasons:

Deleted: As a normal practice, default values
for
Deleted: CBM will be zero

• the existing level of internal capacity margin of each member is adequate
• historical reliability indicators of transmission strength of the SPP area
• Open Access transmission usage environment allows greater purchasing
options
Deleted: ¶
Flowgate owner requests for additional CBM
may be submitted at any time for consideration
at the next TWG meeting. The submittal should
include written justification and rational for the
requested additional CBM. The TWG shall
have authority to reject or grant such requests.

15-1

November 1998
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12.2 Rating of Transmission Circuits

Formatted: Title, Line spacing: single,
Widow/Orphan control, Tab stops: Not at 0 pt
+ 36 pt + 72 pt + 108 pt + 144 pt + 180 pt
+ 216 pt + 252 pt + 288 pt + 324 pt + 360
pt + 396 pt + 432 pt + 468 pt

Each SPP member shall rate transmission circuits operated at 69 kV and above in accordance
with this criteria. A transmission circuit shall consist of all elements load carrying between
circuit breakers or the comparable switching devices. Transformers with both primary and
secondary windings energized at 69 kV or above are subject to this criteria. All circuit ratings
shall be computed with the system operated in its normal state (all lines and buses in-service,
all breakers with normal status, all loads served from their normal source). The circuit ratings
will be specified in "MVA" and are taken as the minimum ratings of all of the elements in series.
The minimum circuit rating shall be determined as described in this criteria and members shall
maintain transmission right-of-way to operate at this rating. However, SPP members may use
circuit ratings higher than these minimums. Each element of a circuit shall have a Normal , an

Deleted: both

Emergency and a 30 Minute Emergency Rating. For certain equipment, (switches, wave traps,

Deleted: normal

current transformers and circuit breakers), these ratings may be identical and are defined as

Deleted: and
Deleted: emergency

follows:

Deleted: rating

a.

NORMAL RATING (RATEA): Normal circuit ratings specify the level of power flow that

Deleted: two

facilities can carry continuously without loss of life to the facility involved.

Deleted: are

b.

EMERGENCY RATING (RATEB): Emergency circuit ratings specify the level of power
flow that a facility can carry for the time sufficient for adjustment of transfer schedules,
generation dispatch, or line switching in an orderly manner with acceptable loss of life to
the facility involved.

c.

30 MINUTE EMERGENCY RATING (RATEC): Emergency circuit rating specifying the
level of power flow that a facility can carry for up to 30 minutes to allow emergency

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0 pt, Hanging: 36
pt

remedial actions such as but not limited to generation redispatch, reconfiguration, or
load shed. This rating shall be equal to or greater than RATEB.
At a minimum, each member shall compute summer and winter seasonal ratings for each circuit
element. The summer season is defined by the months June, July, August and September.
The winter season is defined by the months December, January, February and March. The
seasonal rating shall be based upon an ambient temperature (either maximum or average)
developed using the methodology described in Appendix 6A. A member may elect to compute
a third set of seasonal ratings for the remaining months of the year (April, May, October and
November). If that election is not made, summer ratings shall be used for these remaining
months.
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AGCTF Recommendations
Markets and Operations Policy
Committee
January 11-12, 2011
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Area Generation Connection Task Force
•

Area Generation Interconnection Task Force AGCTF was formed
by the Markets and Operations Policy Committee at the April
2010 meeting.

•

The AGCTF was formed to deal with the following (from the
AGCTF Charter)
•

Staff is currently dealing with multiple generation developers in
areas of concentrated generation interest and the issuance of NTCs
(Notice To Construct) for new EHV transmission lines near or
through such areas. The Area Generation Connection Task Force
(AGCTF) is responsible for developing and recommending policy to
guide SPP Staff to determine the optimum method of
interconnecting generation given the complex situations generally
prevalent.

SPP.org
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Area Generation Connection Task Force
•

“The complex situations generally prevalent”
focuses primarily on reducing the number of
redundant transmission facilities being
proposed by generation developers in the
generation interconnection process. (multiple
substations that interconnect generation in
close proximity to each other)

•

The AGCTF met from June through January.

SPP.org
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Area Generation Connection Task Force
•

Issues identified by Staff at the first meetings
identified the following issues affecting
redundant facilities.
•

Technical (Reliability based) issues to avoid redundant
facilities

•

Cost issues of redundant facilities

SPP.org
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Reliability Issues with Multiple Generator
Tap Substations
•

Multiple Generator Tap Substations on long (100+ miles)
345kV lines may cause the addition of fixed shunt reactors

•

Fixed Shunt reactors are required due to switching surge
issues and are determined through special study (EMTP
study)

•

Fixed Shunt reactors (as opposed to Switchable shunt
reactors) cannot be switched off during periods of heavy
loading and can possibly cause low voltage conditions
during heavy loading.

•

Fixed shunt reactors also increase the impedence of the
line reducing the amount of ATC available on the line

SPP.org
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Reliability Issues with Redundant
Substations

SPP.org
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AGCTF Recommendation
•

Designation of “Hub” Substations for Generation Collection
•

SPP processes, whether stakeholder processes, or processes such
as the Integrated Transmission Planning (ITP) or Generation
Interconnection (GI) processes should designate hubs for
generation collection on existing transmission lines, priority project
transmission lines, and ITP approved transmission lines.

•

Designating these Hubs as part of the planning processes will help
Interconnection Customers know where generation collection
substations will be built and can target those substations for their
projects.

•

Substations would be issued NTCs upon the execution of a
Generator Interconnection Agreement of a Generating Facility that
would use the substation. Interconnections would be allowed after a
Transmission Owner has responded to the NTC and SPP has
accepted the response.

SPP.org
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AGCTF Recommendation
•

If Requesting to Interconnect at a Location that is Not a
Designated Hub
•

If interconnecting to the any part of the transmission system
that Transmission Owner has designated as requiring EMTP
study, Interconnection Customer must enter the Preliminary
Interconnection System Impact Study Queue (PISIS) to
determine the fixed reactance requirements.

•

In order to maximize the number of interconnections
possible on a particular line, if fixed reactance requirements
are increased due to the interconnection, the customer will
be directed to interconnect at the designated hub.

SPP.org
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AGCTF Recommendation
•

Cost Allocation for Designated Hub Substations (initial
construction of two (2) circuit breakers) should follow the
highway/bi-way cost allocation applicable to the voltage of
the substation.

•

Cost Allocation of subsequent circuit breakers and
equipment to interconnect individual generators will follow
current cost allocation methods in Attachment V.
(Interconnection Procedures)

•

This cost allocation methodology will need to be approved
by the CAWG and RSC.

SPP.org
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Financial Issues with Multiple Generation
Tap Substations
•

Three (3) Three Breaker Ring bus
substations in the same stretch of
transmission.
•

Cost - $10,000,000 each

•

For 345kV transmission cost of
$700,000/mile and $2,000,000 cost
for fourth breaker at existing station,
11 miles of 345kV transmission can
be built at less cost than new
substation

•

345kV Substations should be no
closer than 22 miles apart

SPP.org
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AGCTF Recommendation
•

If Requesting to Interconnect at a Location that is Not a
Designated Hub
•

Interconnections that require transmission facilities that are
duplicative and therefore cost in-effective (i.e. cost of new
substation is greater than cost of generator lead) should not
be allowed and the customers should be directed to
interconnect at approved hubs.

•

Exceptions to this could be considered for issues such as
infeasibility of acquiring right-of-way to the approved hubs
with agreement between the parties involved on a case by
case basis.

SPP.org
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MOPC Action Item
•

Approve AGCTF Recommendations regarding
Interconnection Substations contingent upon
CAWG and RSC approval.

SPP.org
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Generator Leads Policy
•

Hub and Spoke Policy
•

Currently employed by SPP.

•

Too many generator leads into the designated Hubs
causes congestion at the Hubs.

SPP.org
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Hub and Spoke

SPP.org
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Generator Leads Policy
•

Alternatives are needed to Hub and Spoke that
do not cause duplicative substations and
transmission rights-of-way

SPP.org
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Share Generator Leads

SPP.org
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Share Generator Leads

SPP.org
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Generator Leads form new Transmission

SPP.org
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AGCTF Non-Voting Item
•

SPP processes should continue to investigate
the designation of and design of a generation
collection transmission system (as part of the
Bulk Power System) when interconnecting two
or more generators in an effort to combine
generator leads, and make efficient use of
right of way as well as provide future corridors
for wind development.

SPP.org
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AGCTF Non-Voting Item
•

Potential cost allocation for the generation collection
system for facilities 100kV and above could follow the
approved highway/byway funding methodology with
the following caveats to distinguish these facilities from
other ITP facilities.
•

Highway/biway with credits back to zone/region

•

Direct Assigned

•

Access Charge with subscription requirement

•

Contribution in Aid of Construction (CIAC)

SPP.org
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Cost Allocation Working Group Interaction
•

AGCTF has developed a whitepaper detailing this issues of
substations and generator leads and associated proposals
for cost allocation discussion.

•

AGCTF discussed at the CAWG December meeting for
direction regarding cost allocation methodologies for a
generation collector system.

•

No specific plan costs were presented to CAWG due to
nature of the GI queue. (GI queue processes interconnection
requests in clusters every six months – such piecemeal
approach does not lead itself to a system approach to
collector system design)

•

CAWG has asked for more information to deal with cost
allocation.

SPP.org
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AGCTF Continue Pursuing Generation
Collector System?
•

The Area Generation Connection Task Force can
continue to pursue the development of a Generation
Collector System for the SPP footprint.

•

Maximum allowable transmission cost may need to
be determined before picking a methodology (i.e.
how much cost is SPP willing to invest in a
generation collector system)

•

Maximum amount of wind generation to be designed
for may need to be determined.

•

Process expected to take 6-12 months if not longer.

SPP.org
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MOPC Action Item
•

Provide Direction on the AGCTF motion to
purse a Generator Collection System

SPP.org
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Carl Huslig
International Transmission Company
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Generation Interconnection Special Protection Scheme Policy
1. Any new Special Protection Scheme (SPS) that affords the in-service date of a
Generating Facility that is the subject of a Generation Interconnection Agreement
(GIA) or an Interim Generation Interconnection Agreement (IGIA) to be accelerated
ahead of the in service date of its required network upgrades is available to an
Interconnection Customer on a non-discriminatory basis under the SPP OATT who
meets the following criteria 1.1. Interconnection Customers who
1.1.1. Have requested a Limited Operation Study under GIA 5.9 and have found
that Limited Operation is not available until the required network upgrades
in the GIA are placed in service; or have requested an IGIA under the
OATT and have found that Interim Interconnection Service cannot be
granted until the Impact Study required network upgrades are in service; and
1.1.2. Have had a study completed by Transmission Provider in coordination
with the Transmission Owner that shows the SPS will be able to facilitate
the interconnection of the Generating Facility.
2. SPS will be a temporary measure, not to exceed three years, until such time that the
Interconnection Customer’s required network upgrades under their GIA can be
completed.
2.1. If network upgrades are expected to be delayed beyond the initial term of the
temporary measure, Customer may resubmit the SPS for consideration of a onetime extension not to exceed an additional three years.

Deleted: shall be offered on a non-discriminatory
basis
Deleted: to any Interconnection Customer

Deleted: (se)

Comment [S1]: ORWG – concern that SPS may
become permanent
Deleted: review at after three years if network
upgrades have been delayed
Deleted: s
Deleted: following
Deleted: (
Comment [KMO2]: TWG/SPCWG – Please
review this distance and make a recommendation.
Inconsistency between “reasonable distance” and
specific distance listed.
Deleted: )

3. SPS configurations that will be considered for evaluation will be limited to the
following item:
3.1. Removal of part or all of Customer’s generation from the Transmission System
following a disturbance that causes the outage of a transmission line or
transformer that terminates at the point of interconnection substation facility or
within a reasonable physical distance from that facility – less than 0.25 mile.

Comment [S3]: ORWG – suggest removal of 3.2
as doesn’t apply to Crossroads
Deleted: <#>Tripping and removal from the
Transmission System of a transformer or
transmission line that terminates at the point of
interconnection substation facility.¶
Deleted: Operation
Deleted: an
Deleted: to

4. SPS operation shall not cause the removal of other generation from the Transmission
System unless agreed to by the affected generator owners; subject to queue priority
listed in Item 10.

Deleted: any firm load served
Comment [rah4]: Does this violate NERC
standards?
Deleted: Native Load Customers

5. The design of the SPS cannot cause the disruption of any firm service under the SPP
tariff or Grandfathered Agreements .
6. Implementation of the SPS cannot inhibit the future use of the Transmission System
(e.g. prevent the addition of points of delivery).
6.1. SPS can be re-evaluated at any time to ensure adherence to this Section 6.

Deleted: Installation
Deleted: an
Deleted: for future use
Deleted: i
Deleted: e
Deleted: for Native Load Customers
Deleted: later
Deleted: criteria
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7. SPS will not be considered after the execution (or unexecuted filing) of a GIA unless
Transmission Provider has subsequently determined that the in service date of the
required Network Upgrades under the GIA will be delayed beyond the date specified
in Appendix B.
8. SPS does not guarantee transmission service from the generator.
9. SPS will not be considered in the processing of short term or long term transmission
service requests.
10. SPS does not relieve Customer from queue risk associated with Interim
Interconnection Service under the IGIA or Limited Operation under the GIA (i.e.
subject to future studies that may require a reduction or pre-emption of service when
a higher or equally queued Customer comes on-line).
10.1.
A Customer with higher queue priority with a proposed SPS may be
accommodated by the disconnection or reduction of a lower queued Customer’s
Generating Facility.
10.2.
A Customer with equal queue priority with a proposed SPS may be
accommodated by the pro-rated reduction in service of all Customers with equal
queue priority.

Deleted: relieve Customer from obtaining
applicable transmission service or from curtailment
under applicable SPP processes
Comment [KMO5]: RTWG doesn’t believe this
statement belongs in this document but does belong
somewhere, such as the document describing
transmission service.

Deleted: customer
Deleted: or equal
Deleted: and Generating Facility
Deleted: removal of a lower queued Customer’s
SPS and
Deleted: or the pro-rated reduction in service of a
Customer with equal queue priority

Formatted: Bullets and Numbering

11. SPS must be approved by the System Protection and Controls Working Group
(SPCWG), Transmission Working Group (TWG), Operations and Reliability
Working Group (ORWG), and the Market and Operations Policy Committee
(MOPC).
12. SPS must conform to SPP Criteria 7.4 and NERC Standards requirements.

Comment [KMO6]: Add title of Criteria 7.4.
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Business Practice Revision
BPR
BPR019
Number
Business Practice
Section(s) Requiring
Revision (include Section

BPR
Title

Designated Transmission Owner Qualification Process

New BP

No., Title, and Protocol Version)

Impact Analysis
Required

No

(Yes or No)

MMU Report Required
(Yes or No)

Requested Resolution
(Normal or Urgent)

Revision Description

Reason for Revision

No
Normal
The purpose of this Business Practice is to facilitate the recognition of an
arrangement made by a Designated Transmission Owner (DTO) pursuant to
Section 3.3(c) of the SPP Membership Agreement and Attachment O,
Section VI of SPP’s Open Access Transmission Tariff (SPP Tariff). TheDeleted: II
goal of the process is for SPP Staff to confirm the qualifications of an entity
(Alternate DTO) to construct transmission facilities that are the subject of
the arrangement and the grant of a novation to the DTO.

Directed by MOPC to incorporate the DTO process into the Business
Practices

Tariff Implications or
Changes (Yes or No; If
yes include a summary No changes, drafted from existing Tariff language
of impact and/or
specific changes)
Criteria Implications or
Changes (Yes or No; If
yes include a summary No
of impact and/or
specific changes)
Credit Implications
(Yes or No, and
summary of impact)

Name
E-mail Address

No

Sponsor
Richard Ross on behalf of the BPWG
rross@aep.com
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Business Practice Revision
Company
Company Address
Phone Number
Fax Number

AEPSC
918.599.2966

Proposed Business Practice Language Revision

X.XX DESIGNATED TRANSMISSION OWNER QUALIFICATION PROCESS
A Designated Transmission Owner (DTO) will be selected pursuant to Section
3.3(c) of the SPP Membership Agreement and Attachment O, Section VI of SPP’s Open
Access Transmission Tariff (SPP Tariff). The goal of the process is for SPP Staff to
confirm the qualifications of an entity (Alternate DTO) to construct transmission
facilities that are the subject of the arrangement and the grant of a novation to the DTO.

Business Practice
Prior to the start of this process, SPP must have identified a specific project to be
built and a Notification to Construct (NTC) be sent to the DTO pursuant to Attachment
O, Section VI of the SPP Tariff. If the DTO notifies SPP that it will arrange for another
entity to build, own and maintain all or part of the project in its place, SPP shall
implement this process to assess the qualification of the entity to build and own such.
The DTO may designate an Alternate DTO after it has accepted the NTC or during the
initial ninety (90) days after the receipt of the NTC (NTC Review Period). Failure of the
DTO to make a written commitment to construct the project as specified in the NTC
within the NTC Review Period shall cause SPP to implement its Transmission Owner
Selection Process, and the DTO shall be subject to the conditions and procedures outlined
therein.
Once the DTO has notified SPP that it will arrange for and has identified to SPP
an Alternate DTO, SPP shall assign an employee at the Director level or higher to
facilitate the process of SPP staff reviewing the qualifications of the Alternate DTO. If
the request is received during the NTC Review period, SPP staff shall make a reasonable
attempt to complete its review prior to the end of the period. The SPP staff’s review shall
include those minimum qualifications specified in Attachment O, Section VI (6), as more
specifically set forth in the SPP’s Transmission Owner Selection Process, Appendix 4 –
Selection Criteria. SPP staff may utilize such consultants as it determines are necessary
to provide specific expertise.
If, based on its judgment, SPP determines the identified entity to be qualified to
build and own the project as arranged, SPP shall so notify the DTO. SPP staff shall
thereafter obtain from the Alternate DTO agreements binding it as the DTO to all of the
rights and responsibilities related to the arranged project pursuant to the NTC, the SPP
Membership Agreement and the SPP Tariff. Upon the receipt of such binding

Comment [j1]: How is NERC compliance met.
Deleted: II

Comment [j2]: Should more detail be added
regarding the qualifications of the DTO or is the
reference to Att. O of the tariff enough. (analyze
attachment O) 1/6/11‐Refer to processes listed in
BPR016, TOSP. Appendix 4?

Deleted: II

Comment [j3]: Review pending Tariff language.

Deleted: II
Comment [j4]: Make this stand out. Make a
reference to the existing TOSP BP.
Comment [CPS5]: Please review to make sure
this Appendix is applicable to this process.
Deleted: ;
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agreements, SPP shall, at the original DTO’s request, enter into a Novation Agreement
with the original DTO relieving it of its obligation under the SPP Membership
Agreement and the SPP Tariff to build the project which is the subject of the
arrangement. The qualification of the Alternate DTO must be reviewed by the TWG and
MOPC. Results of the SPP, TWG and MOPC reviews must be presented to the SPP
Board of Directors. The Alternate DTO must be approved by the SPP Board of Directors
as being qualified in order for the obligation to be relieved from the original DTO and the
project reassigned to the Alternate DTO.
If approval from the SPP Board of Directors is not granted, SPP shall so notify the
DTO and the Alternate DTO of the rejection and that SPP shall continue to look to the
original DTO for fulfilling its obligations under the SPP Membership Agreement and the
SPP Tariff.
If, upon information obtained after the Novation Agreement has been approved,
the Alternate DTO does not fulfill its obligations under the SPP Bylaws, SPP
Membership agreement or SPP Tariff, SPP shall take action to reassign the NTC to
another entity or to take other such appropriate actions as deemed necessary pursuant to
those documents.
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Business Practice Revision
Guideline for determining Jurisdiction of SPP Generator
BPR
BPR
BPR0018
Number
Title
Interconnection Procedure
Business Practice
Section(s) Requiring
New business practice
Revision (include Section
No., Title, and Protocol Version)

Impact Analysis
Required

No

(Yes or No)

MMU Report Required
(Yes or No)

Requested Resolution
(Normal or Urgent)

Revision Description

Reason for Revision

No
Normal

New BP

To provide a guideline to determine which generator interconnection
requests fall under the jurisdiction of the SPP Generator
Interconnection Procedures

Tariff Implications or
Changes (Yes or No; If
Yes, --This may impact or be impacted by the tariff language in
yes include a summary
Attachment V of the tariff
of impact and/or
specific changes)
Criteria Implications or
Changes (Yes or No; If
yes include a summary No
of impact and/or
specific changes)
Credit Implications
(Yes or No, and
summary of impact)

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Company Address

No

Sponsor
James R. Hotovy
jrhotov@nppd.com
Nebraska Public Power District
1414 15th Street, Columbus, Nebraska 68601
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Phone Number
Fax Number

402 563-5674

Proposed Business Practice Language Revision

X.XX GUIDELINE FOR JURISDICTION OF SPP GENERATOR INTERCONNECTION
PROCEDURES

Business Practice
Guidelines for Generator Interconnection Procedures on Non-Tariff
Facilities1)
Any generator of any size interconnecting within the Southwest Power Pool (SPP)
Transmission System must submit an Interconnection Request (IR) pursuant to the
Generator Interconnection Procedures (GIP) found in Attachment V of the SPP Regional
OATT, with the following exceptions:
1. The Generating Facility will be a Qualifying Facility where 100% of the output will
2)

be sold to its host utility.

2.

The Generating Facility is not a Qualifying Facility and will interconnect to a
non-jurisdictional facility, whether or not it plans to make wholesale electric
energy sales. 3)
3. The Generating Facility will produce electric energy to be consumed only on the
Interconnection Customer’s site. 4)
4. The Generating Facility will be used to supply energy only to unbundled retail
customers over local Distribution Facilities. 5)
5. The Generating Facility will not operate in sustained parallel with the
Transmission System.

Comment [j1]: Should Jurisdiction be replace by
something else? Guidelines for Generator
Interconnection procedures on Non-Tariff Facilities?
Deleted: Jurisdiction of SPP

Comment [j2]: Ensure that what is stated in this
section is in alignment with the Tariff and current
FERC orders.
Comment [j3]: Should a QF be an exception? Is
this in the Tariff this way?
Comment [j4]: Non-jurisdictional facilities.
Deleted: Distribution F

Comment [j5]: Add over local distribution
facilities.

If any of the above exceptions applies, the Generating Facility does not fall under the
GIP. Contact the Transmission Owner or Distribution Owner directly regarding
interconnection.
Where the potential for transmission impacts from these non-jurisdictional
interconnections exists, when identified tthe Transmission Owner shall notify the SPP
that it may be an Impacted System. In the case of a generator interconnection that is not
under the jurisdiction of SPP, the following shall apply:
1) The Transmission Owner is responsible for conducting any required studies to
determine if the generator interconnection impacts the Transmission System.
2) Should the Transmission Owner determine the generator interconnection impacts
the Transmission System, the Transmission Owner shall notify SPP of such
impacts and provide to SPP any system impact studies that detail such impacts.

Deleted:
Deleted: T
Deleted: Interconnection Customer
Comment [CPS6]: A definition of Impacted
system or reference to document containing the
definition will be necessary.

Deleted: ;
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3) As an impacted system, SPP will determine what additional studies will be
required to coordinate the impacts, up to and including requiring the
interconnection customer to enter into the SPP GIP by completing an
Interconnection Request.
4) Add what SPP will do with the request here. Will SPP make a determination of
impacts or not, upgrades required or not, etc. Are studies waived, cluster study
required?

Deleted: Interconnection Customer

It shall remain the Transmission Owner’s responsibility to complete any generator
interconnection agreements in accordance with the Transmission Owner’s generator
interconnection procedures. Such generator interconnection agreements shall include
provisions to complete any Transmission System Network Upgrades required by the
results of the SPP Generator Interconnection Process.

Applicable References

Comment [j7]: Use as footnotes or not? Is this
normal BP procedure?

1) Southwest Power Pool as the Transmission Provider in consultation with the
Transmission Owner will make the final determination if the interconnection
customer must follow the SPP GIP.
2) Interconnection customer must provide documentation of Qualifying Facility FERC
certification, substantiating state jurisdiction. See FERC Order No .2003 PP 813814; FERC Order No. 2006-A, PP 100-102; PURPA 292.203.a(3); PURPA
292.303.
3) See FERC Order No. 2006, PP 5, 8; FERC Order No. 2003 P 804; FERC Order No.
2003-A P 710; FERC Order No. 2003-C P 51. At the time an Interconnection
Request is made to interconnect to a non-jurisdictional facility, the interconnection
is not subject to the GIP. After a Generation Facility that makes wholesale electric
energy sales has been connected, the interconnection facility is now subject to an
OATT for Interconnection Requests made after that time.
4) See FERC Order No. 2003, P 805; FERC Order No. 2003-A, P 747, n. 173.
5) Unbundled retail service over local distribution facilities is not under FERC
jurisdiction. See FERC Order No. 2006, PP 7-8 & n.8.

Deleted: together
Deleted: of jurisdiction of the proposed GIP
Deleted: Customer

Explanation / Rationale
This Business Practice is intended to be general information for SPP customers.
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Business Practice Revision
BPR
BPR020
Number
Business Practice
Section(s) Requiring
Revision (include Section

BPR
Title

Network Resource Interconnection Service

New BP

No., Title, and Protocol Version)

Impact Analysis
Required

No

(Yes or No)

MMU Report Required
(Yes or No)

Requested Resolution
(Normal or Urgent)

No
Normal

Revision Description

The purpose of this Network Resource Interconnection (NRIS) Business
Practice is to establish the rules and procedures regarding the study process
and the integration of NRIS facilities into the SPP Transmission System.
The white paper will describe the differences between Energy Resource
Interconnection Service (ERIS) and NRIS.

Reason for Revision

SPP staff identified the need to incorporate the NRIS rules and
procedures into the Business Practices

Tariff Implications or
Changes (Yes or No; If
yes include a summary No changes, drafted from existing Tariff language
of impact and/or
specific changes)
Criteria Implications or
Changes (Yes or No; If
yes include a summary No
of impact and/or
specific changes)
Credit Implications
(Yes or No, and
summary of impact)

Name
E-mail Address
Company
Company Address

No

Sponsor
Jimmy Womack on behalf of SPP staff
jwomack@spp.org
SPP
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Business Practice Revision
Phone Number
Fax Number

501-614-3244

Proposed Business Practice Language Revision

X.XX NETWORK RESOURCE INTERCONNECTION SERVICE
Network Resource Interconnection Service is provided by SPP pursuant to
Section 3.2.2 of the Generator Interconnection Procedures (Attachment V). Process and
procedure guidelines have been established in order to attain a common understanding
regarding the study process and the integration of NRIS facilities into the SPP
Transmission System. Differences between Energy Resource Interconnection Service
(ERIS) and NRIS are also identified.

Deleted: By
Deleted: section 4.1.2 of the SPP OATT

Business Practice
CURRENT DAY RULES AND PROCEDURES:
1) Energy Resource Interconnection Service (ERIS) will be studied based on
Attachment V of the SPP OATT, using various percentages of nameplate values
spread to the entire SPP footprint based on the load ratio share of the
Transmission Owner zones. Upgrades required to interconnect the ERIS
generating facility will be cost allocated based on 20% TDF.
2) Network Resource Interconnection Service (NRIS) facilities will be studied based
on two different analyses through Attachment V of the SPP Open Access
Transmission Tariff (OATT), 1) using the nameplate amount of the resource to
the interconnection host zone. Upgrades required to interconnect for analysis will
be identified and cost allocated based on 3% TDF and 2) using various
percentages of nameplate values spread to the entire footprint based on the load
ratio share of the Transmission Owner zones. Upgrades required to interconnect
for analysis will be identified and cost allocated based on 20% TDF.

Comment [j1]: RTWG: Where is the 20%
documented? Tariff, GI, AG study?

Comment [j2]: Check the
enumeration/punctuation of this paragraph.
Comment [j3]: Same as comment 1, where is
the 20% documented?

3) There is no difference between SPP Operations’ handling of NRIS and ERIS
generating facilities. The higher level of integration attained by an NRIS unit
may increase the likelihood of becoming a DR over that of an ERIS unit through
avoidance of necessary congestion mitigation. However, there is no guarantee
that additional upgrades will not be required to attain service as a DR.

Comment [j4]: RTWG member comment: All
ERIS are studied as future NR’s per RTWG. This
section may not be needed at all.
Deleted: NRIS shows the customer’s intent to be a
Designated Resource and ERIS does not. In
addition, the
Comment [j5]: Is this a true statement? If so
make it more general, the acceptance may increase
the ability to deliver, not necessarily be a DR.
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4) Neither NRIS nor ERIS guarantees transmission service or deliverability
pursuant to Part II or Part III of the SPP OATT. Transmission service must be
requested and studied through the same process as any other Designated Resource
wanting to deliver energy to a specified point (Point-To-Point Transmission
Service) or to a specified Network (Network Integrated Transmission Service).
5) Upgrades required to attain either NRIS or ERIS are not eligible for Base Plan
funding. Base Plan funding determinations for Base Plan Upgrades are subject to
limits stated in Attachments Z2 and J of the SPP OATT.
6) NRIS and ERIS generating facilities have equal abilities to receive Long-Term
Service as Designated Resources in accordance with Attachment Z1 of the SPP
OATT. NRIS and ERIS generating facilities have equal abilities to request and
receive Short-Term Service based on the methodology as described in Attachment
C and the reservation processing method described in Attachment AC of the SPP
OATT.
7) The new SPP Day Ahead Market will allow NRIS and ERIS generating facilities
to use the hedging rights being considered as long as the generating facility has
been granted Long-Term Service or Short-Term Service longer than a month. All
Long-Term Service and Grandfathered Agreements or Transactions will be
eligible for hedging rights on a yearly basis at the first of each SPP fiscal year.
Any remaining hedging rights will be allocated on a first come first served basis
to Short-Term Service of a month or longer.

Deleted: request and
Comment [j6]: Can the GI designate as a DR?
Comment [j7]: Bad statement, any TC may
request and receive service.

Deleted: provided

Comment [j8]: Since this is for day 2 market this
should be removed.

Future Procedure consideration:
1) Current business rules will change once the new SPP Day Ahead Market is
implemented.

Comment [j9]: Are all of these in the Tariff? If so
do they need to be here.

Definitions
Designated Resource: Any designated generation resource owned, purchased or leased
by a Transmission Customer to serve load in the SPP Region. Designated Resources do
not include any resource, or any portion thereof, that is committed for sale to third parties
or otherwise cannot be called upon to meet the Transmission Customer's load on a noninterruptible basis.
Energy Resource Interconnection Service: An Interconnection Service that allows the
Interconnection Customer to connect its Generating facility to the Transmission System
to be eligible to deliver the Generation Facility’s electric output using the existing firm or
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nonfirm capacity of the Transmission System on an as available basis. Energy resource
Interconnection Service in and of itself does not convey transmission service.
Firm Transmission Service: The highest quality (priority) service offered to customers
under a filed rate schedule that anticipates no planned interruption.
Grandfathered Agreements or Transactions: Grandfathered Agreements or
Transactions include (1) agreements providing long term firm transmission service
executed prior to April 1, 1999 and Network Integration Transmission Service executed
prior to February 1, 2000; (2) bundled wholesale contracts (that reserve transmission as
part of the contract); (3) short-term firm and non-firm point-to-point transmission
transactions which were accepted and confirmed prior to the Effective Date; (4) existing
or new contracts entered into by the Southwestern Power Administration on behalf of the
United States for the use of transmission facilities of the Southwestern Power
Administration that are constructed or acquired by purchase or other agreement, as
authorized under Section 5 of the Flood Control Act of 1944, for the transmission of
Federal Power; and (5) contracts executed before the Effective Date, regardless of term,
entered into by the Southwestern Power Administration on behalf of the United States for
the transmission of power or energy across transmission facilities owned and operated by
the Southwestern Power Administration; (6)contracts entered into by a Nebraska publicpower entity prior to the transfer of functional control of its transmission facilities to the
Transmission Provider; (7) existing contracts entered into by a Member which is a
Nebraska public-power entity with any retail or wholesale electric utility customer that
has a right under state law to obtain electric transmission service or energy service from
such Member; and (8) new contracts entered into by a Member which is a Nebraska
public-power entity with any retail or wholesale electric utility customer that has a right
under state law to obtain electric transmission service or energy service from such
Member to the extent that provision of service under the Tariff would not satisfy such
Member’s obligation under state law. These agreements are set forth on the list which is
Attachment W to this Tariff. Umbrella service agreements are specifically not
Grandfathered.
Long-Term Service: Long-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service or Network
Integration Transmission Service of one year or longer in duration.
Network Integration Transmission Service: Service that allows an electric
transmission customer to integrate, plan, economically dispatch and regulate its network
reserves in a manner comparable to that in which the Transmission Owner serves Native
Load customers. This transmission service is provided under Part III of the SPP Tariff.
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Network Resource Interconnection Service: An Interconnection Service that allows the
Interconnection Customer to integrate its Generating Facility with the Transmission
System in a manner comparable to that in which the Transmission Owner integrates its
generating facilities to serve Native Load Customers as a Network Resource. Network
Resource Interconnection Service in and of itself does not convey transmission service.
Non-Firm Transmission Service: Transmission service that is reserved on an asavailable basis and is subject to curtailment or interruption.
OATT: Open Access Transmission Tariff
Part II: Tariff Sections 13 through 27 pertaining to Point-To-Point Transmission
Service in conjunction with the applicable Common Service Provisions of Part I and
appropriate Schedules and Attachments.
Part III: Tariff Sections 28 through 36 pertaining to Network Integration
Transmission Service in conjunction with the applicable Common Service Provisions of
Part I and appropriate Schedules and Attachments.
Point-To-Point Transmission Service: The reservation and transmission of capacity
and energy on either a firm or non-firm basis from the Point(s) of Receipt to the Point(s)
of Delivery under Part II of the SPP Tariff.
Short-Term Service: Short-Term Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service or
Network Integration Transmission Service of less than one year in duration.
SPP: The Southwest Power Pool, Inc.
Transmission System: The facilities used by the Transmission Provider to provide
transmission service under Part II, Part III and Part IV of the SPP Tariff.
SPP OATT References:
Part II
Part III
Attachment C
Attachment J
Attachment V
Attachment AC
Attachment Z1 & Z2
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1

SPP Delivery Point Addition (DPA)
Process
Effective May 1, 2010

SPP.org
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SPP Delivery Point Addition Procedure
• What is OATT Attachment AQ?
• Why Attachment AQ?
• When does Attachment AQ apply?
• How to submit a request
• Study Process
• Website
SPP.org
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WHAT is OATT Attachment AQ?
• Process by which Transmission
Customers can have SPP & TO assess
additions, modifications, or
abandonments of local physical delivery
point facilities under the SPP Tariff

• Approved by DPATF, RTWG, MOPC, SPP
BOD, and FERC
SPP.org
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4

WHY Attachment AQ?
• Previously, delivery point additions:
¾

Processed through SPP’s Aggregate Transmission Service
Study (ATSS) procedure

¾

Could be significantly delayed due to length of time required
to complete an aggregate study

SPP.org
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WHY Attachment AQ? (continued)
• New Attachment AQ process will:
¾

Simplify and expedite delivery point addition studies

¾

Allow SPP to accommodate load growth more efficiently and
uniformly

SPP.org
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6

WHEN Does Attachment AQ Apply?
•

New delivery points
¾

All new loads must be submitted through AQ process
prior to inclusion in SPP models

•

Abandoned delivery points

•

Modified delivery points
¾

Specifically, physical changes to the delivery point
facilities

SPP.org
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WHEN Does Attachment AQ Apply?
• Will delivery point be served by existing
Designated Network Resource?
¾

YES – New Attachment AQ Process

¾

NO – New Attachment AQ Process

• All Delivery Point Transfers will be
handled through OATT Attachment AR

SPP.org
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HOW to Submit a Request
•

FORM – “DPA Request Form” available on
OASIS
http://sppoasis.spp.org/documents/swpp/transmission/stu
dies.cfm

•

•

Notify SPP and relevant Transmission Owner
¾

Provide information set forth in DPA Request Form

¾

Provide any additional useful information

¾

Email to AQ-DeliveryPoints@spp.org and Host Transmission
Owner

SPP will respond within 3 business days to
Customer and Host Transmission Owner
SPP.org
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SPP Response: Preliminary Assessment
• SPP will make sure all necessary
information has been provided.
• SPP shall perform preliminary
assessment of request:
¾

Is load 10% or greater of nearest looped 60kV+ facility’s
emergency rating? –OR—

¾

Are connecting 60kV+ radial facilities exceeding their normal
limits?

SPP.org
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Preliminary Assessment Results
(continued)
• SPP will post findings of preliminary
assessments by the 20th day of the
following month.
• If there is NO significant impact on the
Transmission System, that result will be
reported and posted.
¾ Host Transmission Owner will coordinate
completion of the facility upgrades.

SPP.org
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Preliminary Assessment Results
(continued)
•

If YES, a study will be required, SPP will
initiate the Delivery Point Network Study
(DPNS) process.

•

By the 5th business day after posting
preliminary assessment results, SPP shall
send a DPNS Agreement form to the
customer.

SPP.org
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Delivery Point Network Study (DPNS)
•

•

Within 30 days, customer shall submit to SPP:
¾

Signed DPNS Agreement

¾

Deposit for estimated cost of study or $25,000, whichever is
less.

Otherwise, SPP and Host TO shall deem request
to be withdrawn.

SPP.org
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Delivery Point Network Study (DPNS)
•

SPP shall assess the impacts on the
Transmission System
¾

Use power flow analysis and any other analysis that may be
appropriate.

•

Study report shall be generated and posted
within 60 days of receipt of study agreement.

•

After study has been completed, the actual cost
is summed.
¾

SPP will bill customer for remaining balance, or shall send a
refund for any overpayment.

SPP.org
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Coordination of Facilities Changes
•

If DPNS IS conducted, SPP shall coordinate
facility upgrades with each affected
Transmission Owner.

•

If DPNS IS NOT conducted, Host TO shall
coordinate facility upgrades with customer.

•

In either case, Host TO shall inform SPP when
official agreement has been reached between
customer and TO regarding load connection
facility upgrades.
SPP.org
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Host TO Response
•

OATT Attachment AQ Sections 3.0, 3.1

•

Host TO shall respond to customer within 10
days of request:
¾

TO shall indicate whether or not a study is required.

¾

If a study is necessary, TO shall provide Load Connection
Study (LCS) Agreement.

¾

TO may request any additional information required to
complete study.

SPP.org
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Host TO Response (continued)
•

•

Customer shall return the following to Host TO
within 30 days:
¾

Signed LCS Agreement

¾

Deposit for study, unless otherwise agreed

¾

Any additional info that may have been requested by TO

Otherwise, SPP and TO shall deem request to
be withdrawn.

SPP.org
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Load Connection Study (LCS)
•

Upon receipt of LCS materials from customer,
TO shall conduct LCS:
¾

Study shall assess feasibility of request, using power flow
analysis, etc.

¾

Study shall determine:

¾



Required load connection facility upgrades



Estimated cost



Implementation schedule of upgrades

TO shall conclude study and issue report within 60 days.

SPP.org
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Conclusion of AQ Process
•

Delivery point and necessary transmission
facilities shall migrate into SPP planning
models.
¾

•

Host TO shall be responsible for coordinating and
ensuring these changes are submitted into Model On
Demand (MOD)

Delivery point changes will be incorporated in
the annual Attachment O planning processes.
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Website
•

Studies, request forms, and process
guidelines are available at
http://sppoasis.spp.org/documents/swpp/trans
mission/studies.cfm

•

OATT with Attachment AQ can be found at
http://www.spp.org/section.asp?group=215&p
ageID=27
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Summary
•

AQ process
¾

TO may still perform its independent assessment


¾

•

Parallels SPP’s assessment

Requires submission of loads through AQ prior to
inclusion in SPP models

Send requests to AQ-DeliveryPoints@spp.org
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William Mauldin
wmauldin@spp.org
Planning

Hassan Shah
hshah@spp.org
Planning
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